Title: Software Engineer, Products

If you were given the opportunity to paint the future of ecommerce on a canvas of over 1 billion consumers and had the strength of the Fortune 1 Company behind you, what would it look like?

Walmart Labs, Silicon Valley- newest development lab, we're working on this exact challenge. Only bound by our imaginations, we are a team of 60+ relevance/platform/application engineers, scientists and product visionaries all working together to design, prototype and build technology-driven products and experiences that will change the future landscape of ecommerce. We believe this to include social, mobile, community, integrated in-store products and experiences and much, much more.

According to Anand Rajaraman; Stanford PhD & Technology Executive At WalmartLabs:

    Social media and the mobile phone will have as profound an effect on the trajectory of retail in the early years of the 21st century as did the development of highways in the early part of the 20th century. We are at an inflection point in the development of ecommerce. The first generation of ecommerce was about bringing the store to the web. The next generation will be about building integrated experiences that leverage the store, the web, and mobile, with social identity being the glue that binds the experience. It is every technologist dream that the products they build will impact billions and will continue on to the next generation. The social commerce opportunity is huge, and today is day zero. We have liftoff!

Come join an organization where you'll get to work as part of a world-class team, spend 100% of your time innovating, and get to build products that are only bound by the scope of your imagination. Come be the newest member of the @WalmartLabs team!!

The Opportunity (You will...) help invent the next generation of ecommerce; integrated experiences that leverage the store, the web and mobile, with social identity being responsible for driving the development of innovative mobile and web social / retail applications using Ruby, RoR, etc.

- build applications leveraging the Facebook platform along with Android, iOS (iPhone, iPad), Twitter and more

- work with small and agile teams to design/architect, implement, mentor and help make technology decisions
- Product Engineer, creating and experimenting with new ideas that will engage and delight our customers

- be excited about making an immediate impact on a global scale

The Desired Skill-Sets (You will preferably have...):
BA/BS in computer science or a related field

Experience building world-class, optimized, consumer web applications

A strong understanding of OOP programming techniques and design patterns

Excellent programming skills in Ruby on Rails, Python, or PHP

Expert Javascript/HTML/CSS/Ajax coding skills

Experience and high proficiency with web standards, CSS-based design, and cross-browser compatibility

A knowledgeable foundation in interaction design principles

Great written communication and documentation abilities

Passion/experience with social media/web 2.0 applications

Interaction/application experience with Facebook from the server-side

Excellent end-user sense

Excitement about completely new developments

Creative visual-design skills

Eagerness to change the world in a huge way by being a self-motivated learner and builder

If you are interested in truly making a global impact as the newest member of the @WalmartLabs team, please follow the link below and APPLY NOW. Opportunity awaits!!!